NOTES
1. NOSING: L 3½" x 3½" x ½". ANCHOR AT EACH END AND AT 3'-6" O.C. MAX.
2. BEDDING FOR PRECAST BASE: CLASS 2 AB OR ¾" CRUSHED STONE.
3. INSTALL CITY-FURNISHED "NO DUMPING - FLOWS TO BAY" INLET MARKER ON CATCH BASIN HOOD.
4. TOP SECTION MUST MEET FINISHED STREET AND SIDEWALK GRADES AND SLOPES. BRICK UP JOINT AND SEAL WITH NON-SHRINK GROUT. PLAN TO BRICK UP PRECAST TOP SECTION AT LEAST 2" AT THE DOWNHILL CORNER DURING FINAL GRADE ADJUSTMENT IF BOX IS NOT TO BE SET LEVEL.
5. SEAL ALL PRECAST JOINTS WITH PREMOLDED BUTYL RUBBER JOINT SEALANT.
6. PRECAST OR CORE-DRILLED PIPE OPENING (NO BLOCK-OUTS) FITTED WITH FLEXIBLE WATERTIGHT CONNECTOR.
7. CAST-IN WATERSTOP AT PLASTIC PIPE CONNECTIONS